N A M E : ________________________________

DATE: ____________________

OMAN
Question: What do you know about the country of Oman?
⚫ Complete the 15 sentences with the words on the left.
1. Oman is located in the Middle East, on the Arabian
__________________.
2. _________________ is the official religion of Oman.
3. The Dhofar and al Hajar ________________s are located
in the south and north of the country.
4. _________________ is the capital city of Oman.
5. _________________ are very important to the economy
of Oman.

A
B
D

Arabic

adj., n.

Bedouin
desert
dhow

adj., n.

n.
n.

dishdasha

F
G
I
K
M

falconry

n.

11. You can see a picture of a kind of knife on the flag of
Oman. It is called a __________________.

n.

n.

oil and gas

n.

peninsula

n.

sultanate

n.

tourism

n.

9. Oman is a _________________, which is ruled by a
sultan (a kind of king).
10. The ________________s are a special group of people
living in many places in the Middle East, including Oman.

mountain
Muscat

O
P
S
T

n.

n.

khanjar

7. Most women in Oman wear kandoorahs, while men wear
_________________s.
8. Trained hunting birds are used for __________________,
a popular sport in Oman.

n.

Gulf of Oman
Islam

6. A _________________ is a kind of traditional boat used
in Oman and other Middle Eastern countries.

adj.

12. __________________ is increasing in Oman. Every year,
more and more people visit the country.
13. Fishing in the Arabian Sea and the _________________
is also important for the economy of Oman.
14. Few plants and animals live in a __________________.
15. Most people speak __________________ in Oman.
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WORD BANK

Oman

Aim Supplementary vocabulary building
Level Intermediate
Time Approximately 15 – 20 minutes

ANSWER KEY

My Notes

1. Peninsula
2. Islam
3. mountain(s)
4. Muscat
5. Oil and gas
6. dhow
7. dishdasha(s)
8. falconry
9. sultanate
10. Bedouin(s)
11. khanjar
12. Tourism
13. Gulf of Oman
14. desert
15. Arabic
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